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We are interested in���

information filtering 

✤  Our goal: design an algorithm that 
can learn which items are relevant, 
and forward only these items to the 
user. !
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✤  We face a sequence of time-sensitive items (emails, blog posts, news articles).!

✤  A human is interested in some of these items.!

✤  But, the stream is too voluminous for her/him to look at all of them.!
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✤  If we had lots of historical data, we could train a machine learning 
classifier to predict which items would be relevant to this user.!

✤  But what if we are doing information filtering for a new user?!

✤  Research Question: How 
can we quickly learn user 
preferences, without 
forwarding too many 
irrelevant items?!

✤  This is called the cold start 
problem.!



We are motivated by an information filtering 
system we are building for arxiv.org���

✤  arXiv.org is an electronic repository of 
scientific papers hosted by Cornell.!

✤  Papers are in physics, math, CS, 
statistics, finance, and biology.!

✤  arXiv currently has ≈900,000 articles, 
and 16 million unique users accessing 
the site each month.!

✤  7000+ new articles submitted every 
month.!



Our goal is to improve���
daily & weekly new-article feeds���

✤  Many physicists visit the arXiv every 
day to browse the list of new papers, to 
stay aware of the latest research.!

✤  There are lots of new papers (roughly 
80 new papers / day in astrophysics.)!

✤  Problem 1: Browsing this many papers 
is a lot of work for researchers.!

✤  Problem 2: Researchers still miss 
important developments.!



Our goal is to improve���
daily & weekly new-article feeds���



Other people have thought about 
exploration vs. exploitation in 
information retrieval too���

✤  Multi-armed bandits is a big topic:!

✤  Bayesian treatments: [Gittins & Jones, 1974; Whittle 1980] ...!

✤  non-Bayesian treatments: [Auer, Cesa-Bianchi, Freund, Schapire, 1995; 
Auer, Cesa-Bianchi & Fischer, 2002] ...!

✤  Exploration vs. exploitation & multi-armed bandits in information retrieval: 
[Zhang, Xu & Callan 2003; Agarwal, Chen & Elango 2009; Yue, Broder, 
Kleinberg & Joachims 2009; Hofmann, Whitestone & Rijke 2012]!

✤  We have an earlier paper that assume instantaneous review, and a unit cost 
for forwarding [Xiao & Frazier 2014].  This work generalizes that.!



Outline���

✤  Model #1: pay a cost for each forwarded item!

✤  Model #2: limit the number of forwarded items!



Outline���

✤  Categorizing items!

✤  Model #1: pay a cost for each forwarded item!

✤  Model #2: limit the number of forwarded items!
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We use a pre-processing step that 
divides items into k categories ���
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Model���

✤  Fix a user.  We consider each user separately.!

✤  An item from category x is relevant to the user with probability θx.!

✤  We have an independent Bayesian prior distribution on θx,!

✓
x

⇠ Beta(↵0x,�0x)



Model���

✤  Items arrive according to a Poisson process.!

✤  Item categories are iid.!

✤  The user arrives randomly, with exponential inter-arrival times.!

✤  Items accumulate in a queue until the user’s next arrival.!

✤  Lnx is the # of items in queue from category x at the nth user arrival,�
and is geometric.!



Model���

✤  The posterior on θx at the nth user arrival is Beta(αnx,βnx).!

✤  We choose Znx, the # of items to show from category x, �
based on (αnx,βnx,Lnx).!

✤  We observe relevance feedback for each of the Znx items shown.  �
The number of relevant items is:!

✤  Ynx | θx, Znx ~ Binomial(θx, Znx)!

✤  Our posterior is Beta(αn+1,x, βn+1,x), where�
αn+1,x = αn,x + Znx-Ynx counts the # of relevant items,�
βn+1,x = βn,x + Znx-Ynx counts the # of irrelevant items.!



Model���

✤  We can forward as many available items as we want.�
We pay a cost c for each. �
 [Model 2 will replace this cost per item with a constraint on the # of items shown]!

✤  We get an additional reward of 1 for each relevant item shown, �
and no additional reward for 0 irrelevant item.!

✤  The user leaves the system at random exponential time.�
The # of arrivals N before she leaves is geometric.!

✤  We want to maximize the total expected reward before the user leaves.!



Model���

✤  Our net reward is the total number of relevant items shown, minus the 
cost of all items shown, (Ynx – c Znx).!

✤  Our goal is to design an algorithm π that solves!

sup!∈!E!! (!!" − !!!!")!
!!!

!
!!! ,"

"
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This diagram summarizes our model���
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Let’s first solve the problem for a 
single category���
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The single category problem can be solved as a ���
small stochastic dynamic program���

✤  Let Vx(αnx,βnx) be the expected 
future reward for a single 
category x under the optimal 
policy, given n documents of 
history.!

✤  Vx can be calculated via 
dynamic programming:!

c!

μnx!

Forward 1!
(U=1)! Discard All (U=0)!

Forward 2!
(U=2)!

Forward All (U=L=3)!

μnx!

αnx+ βnx!
!! !!!!,! ,!!!!,! = P !!" = !

!
∙!

max
!!"∈{!,!,…,!}

E !!" − !!!" + !!!! !!" + !!" , !!!" + !!" − !!" ! !!" ,!!" ,!!"]!



✤  We can solve single-category problems�
via stochastic dynamic programming.!

✤  The optimal policy for multiple categories is:�
(1) look at the category x of the arriving paper;�
(2) forward the # of papers recommended by category x’s optimal 
policy.!

✤  The value of this optimal multi-category strategy is �
the sum of the values of the optimal single-category strategies.!

We avoid the curse of dimensionality by decomposing the 
multi-category problem into k single-category problems.���



Outline���

✤  Categorizing items!

✤  Model #1: pay a cost for each forwarded item!

✤  Model #2: limit the number of forwarded items!



In reality, we do not know c, ���
the cost of the user’s time.���

✤  Rather than 
forwarding a set of 
items based on c, 
we present all of 
the available items, 
in a ranked list.!

✤  A user starts at the 
top of the list, and 
looks at Mn items in 
the presented order 
until he or she 
decides to stop.!



Model #2���
we constrain the # of items shown���

✤  Pretend, for a moment, that we know Mn before deciding Znx.!

✤  We wish to solve!

✤  We can no longer decompose the problem into k subproblems. !

✤  Computation scales exponentially in k due to the curse of 
dimensionality.!

V"="sup!!∈!!E!! !!"!
!!!

!
!!! "

where!Π = {! ∶ ! !!" ≤ !!!!∀!
!

!!!
}"



We relax the problem���

We relax this constraint,�
�
�
�
�
and replace it by this penalty,�
�
�
�
�
where νn ≥ 0 is a Lagrange multiplier.!
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We can solve the relaxed problem���

✤  Let ! = (ν1,  ν2, …) ≥ 0 be our Lagrange multipliers.!

✤  Our relaxed problem is:!

✤  This problem has the same form as problem #1, and decomposes 
across categories.  That makes it easy to solve.!

!! = sup!∈!E! !!"
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The relaxed problem ���
is an upper bound on ���
the value of the optimal policy���

Theorem:   V!  ≥ V for any ! = (ν1,  ν2, …) ≥ 0.!

Corollary:  inf!≥ 0V!  ≥ V.!

This upper bound can be computed using a first-order convex 
optimization method because:!

•  V! is convex in !;!

•  Subgradients of V! can be computed directly from an optimal 
policy for the relaxed problem.!



The relaxed problem also 
inspires a policy, called MDP-IF.���

✤  The MDP-IF (Markov Decision Process Information Filtering) algorithm:!

✤  Let ν*(m, αnx, βnx) be the largest cost ν1=ν2 =… in the relaxed problem �
such that Znx ≥ m, i.e., such that we would forward at least m items.!

✤  Assign the mth available item in cluster x the “value” ν*(m, αnx, βnx).!

✤  Present items in decreasing order of ν*(m, αnx, βnx).!

✤  The user looks at the top Mn items.!

✤  This algorithm does not need to know Mn.!



MDP-IF outperforms benchmarks���
[here, M = 5, c = 0.49, L ~ Geometric(ξx )]���

γ = 0.95, αx= βx = 1, ξx = .1! γ = 0.99, αx= βx = 1, ξx = .1!

γ = 0.99, αx= βx = 1, ξx = .2! γ = 0.99, αx= βx = 5, ξx = .1!



This method is optimal in special 
cases, but not in general.���

✤  This algorithm is not optimal in general, but we obtain a tractable 
upper bound on the optimal policy’s value.!

✤  If we model the user as knowing his own c, and looking at items from 
top to bottom, stopping immediately before the first item with �
ν*(m, αnx, βnx) < c,  then this algorithm is optimal.!

✤  If Mn=1, and all categories always have at least one item available, this 
algorithm is optimal, and is equivalent to the Gittins index policy 
for multi-armed bandits.!



Conclusion���

✤  We presented an information filtering problem arising in the design of a 
recommender system for arXiv.org!

✤  We started with a simple model with a known unit forwarding cost.!

✤  We extended this model to unknown cost for the user’s time, provided 
a tractable upper bound and an index-based heuristic policy. !

✤  We are in the process of testing this system, and rolling it out to users of 
the arXiv.!



Thank you for your attention!���



Slides to support Q&A���



We have considered several 
categorization methods���

✤  Categorization Method 1: Use labels provided by authors: e.g., Statistics 
Theory; Optimization and Control; Probability; Group Theory; Classical Analysis and ODEs; Artificial 
Intelligence; Computation and Language; Computational Complexity; Computational Engineering, Finance, and 
Science; Computational Geometry; Computer Science and Game Theory; Computer Vision and Pattern 
Recognition; ...!

✤  Categorization Method 2: Compute vector representations of 
documents from the words in them (e.g., using TF-IDF, or 
word2vec), and cluster these vectors directly using k-means.!

✤  Categorization Method 3: Use categories learned from �
Content-Augmented Stochastic Blockmodels [Cashore et al. 2014].!
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We now take the categorizer as given, and move 
on to the information filtering algorithm. ���



MDP-IF policy:���



We are interested in���

exploration vs. exploitation  
in information filtering���

✤  More generally, suppose there is an 
item type with little historical data 
from this user.!

✤  This can arise because: !

✤  this is a new user; !

✤  the item mix is changing;!

✤  the information filtering alg. has 
not forwarded items of this type.!!

✤  We may EXPLORE, i.e., forward a few items of this type, to better learn this type’s relevance.!

✤  But, we may want to EXPLOIT what little training data we have, which may suggest this item 
type is irrelevant.!

✤  What should we do?!
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